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IVV CATEGORIZIN G UNDER THE GUISE OF THE GLOBAL 

1.. Globalist Categories 

Globalistt  values in academic nationalism are ambiguous as they stand for  universally 

applicablee criteri a that are used for  the delineation of groups, and therefore at the same time, 

perhapss unintentionally, maintain a bidden agenda of group-bias. The main problem, 

however,, is that an insistence by the academic nationalist on the objective nature of his/her 

universalismm makes it hard to question or  discuss criteri a of distinction in their  context of 

applicatioaa For  example, the insistence on employing a certain world language for  global 

communicationn may be a spin off from a pre-occupation with the unit of Our  national value 

embodiedd in language. Just as advocating English as a world language favours English 

speakers,, those who protest against it may want to push forward their  own language or  an 

otherr  "universal language"  for  various reasons: out of "globalist"  principle, in support of 

worldd equality, symbolically expressed in, for  instance, Esperanto;1 for  cultural hegemonic 

reasonss of national expansion; and, for  racialist reasons based on the idea that language is 

linkedd to the way in which the brain works in different races, or  to the spiritual purit y of a 

certainn race. 

Inn academic nationalism, behind universalist claims nationalist ulterior  motives are 

hidden.. Though cultural products are advertized as universal necessities, essential hard-ware 

forr  building civilization, and universally exportable and applicable, there is a catch in the end 

Globalistss employ concepts such as civilization, modernization, universal struggle, class, 

field,field, universal religion, science, universal wisdom, and art, to show the relevance of their 

theoriess by means of globalist categories and universal principles, but ultimately root those 

theoriess in Our  national tradition . Furthermore, underlying globalist notions is the 

presumptionn that all sources needed for  attaining happiness and prosperity are potentially 

availablee to all peoples under  the right  conditions and by applying the right  methods. In 

academicc nationalism, the right  conditions are found in Our  Nation, and the right  methods in 

Ourr  tradition . 

Thee notion of the universal availability of resources is problematic because cultural 

andd financial sales techniques make them scarce: not everyone has access to basic resources, 

ii  Of course, Esperanto could never  express objectively world linguistic equality, as it is barder  to learn for, 
say,, a Chinese than it is for  a Spanish person. 
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lett alone luxury products. If we ask why conditions for economic growth are not universal in 

thee first place, cultural abnormality markers are mobilized effortlessly to explain the 

particularr "shortcomings" of certain societies, diagnosing the mistaken insights these cultures 

havee into their own, deplorable, conditions.2 The tricky aspect about globalist theories of 

academicc nationalism is that universal pretence is kept up. Thus, while property and 

happinesss are advertized as attainable by everyone, resources essential to global development 

forr everyone may be monopolized by some groups, or their access limited to only a few 

privilegedd or qualified groups. In itself, this can be explained by principles from economics, 

biologyy and psychology, and so on, but in academic nationalism, the success of prospering 

groupss in making use of universal principles is explained by reference to the cultural resources 

theyy rely upon. 

2.. The Disorientation of Borderless Values 

Globall  equality in the sense of not privileging any group is non-existent to the globalist 

academicc nationalist, even as an ideal. Here the term "globalist" serves to describe academic 

nationalistss who advertize themselves as believers in universal principles and values, but who 

alsoo keep a spare set of standards to fit in with the situation of the nation they believe in. Iida 

Tsuneo'ss case exemplifies this category. Iida is the former head of the Department of 

Japanesee Studies of Nichibunken and one of the ten main advisors of the Institute for Peace, 

Happinesss and Prosperity [PHP].3 He is a renowned economist, and not very modest about 

22 In academic nationalism a civilization is defined by setting it off against the attributes of others, 
generalizingg the characteristics of nations into empirically disputable images. Hamaguchi Eshun's universalist theory 
off  kanjinshugi ["relatum-ism" ] illustrates this. His theory is universalist in that it describes the ontological 
fundamentalss of human existence in general. At the same time, however, Hamaguchi regards the West as individualisti c 
andd Japan as contextualist. Individualism here means egotism, self-reliance, autonomy, and self-interested diplomacy, 
transactionn and the manipulation of contacts. Contextualism refers to mutual reliance and complementarity, mutual 
trustt  and mutual respect, and the maintenance of durable relationships. AfteT having conducted empirical research in 
companiess all over  the world, the results of Hamagochi's questionnaires showed that Belgium and England are more 
contextualistt  than is Japan. Research meetings discussing these results, were obsessed with the outcome and spent 
weekss looking for  mistakes and misinterpretations. Some participants concluded that the English were only seemingly 
contextualist,, because they have a traditio n of pubUc-mindedness and hypocrisy, but their  real nature is individualist ; 
otherss looked for  mistakes in the translation of the questions. Again others tried to blame the greater  proportion of 
femaless among the English respondents for  the high level of contextualism. No one disputed the high marks for 
individualismm in France. [Hamaguchi joint-research group meeting: October  18,1996] 

33 PHP is an abbreviation of Peace and Happiness through Prosperity. PHP is an institute established by 
Matsushitaa Konosuke and allied with the transnational Matsushita Co.. Its activities vary from organizing workshops 
andd symposia, financing projects and publishing periodicals and books. The institute's mission is to create a peaceful 
internationall  society by pooling the insights of many scientists and harmonizing people's will . In such society. 
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Japan'ss economic success in the 1980s. This success has led him to draw conclusions about 

Japan'ss national superiority, measured by means of standards presented as Western universal 

ones: : 

Thee nature of die Japanese economy is such mat, in comparison with the United States and Europe, it 

observess the spirit embodied in modern economics better  and it functions more effectively in accordance 

withh the principles of neo-classical economic theory. In a broader  perspective, one can say that the 

nationall  characteristic of Japan, in comparison with the West, is to pursue more seriously such 

bourgeoiss democratic values as liberty , equality, and respect for  the individual , and to realize these goals 

onn a wider, more effective scale. In snort, the basic character  of Japan consists of purified strains 

(jmsui(jmsui baiyoo) of the West4 [...] 

Generallyy speaking, then, in terms of achieving die ideals of democracy, egalitariarrism, and 

individualismm and in maintaining a competitive [economic] mechanism, Japan may appear  to be an 

ordinaryy nation. But this "onfinariness"  is only in appearance. The fact of die matter  is that what are 

"principles' **  [tatemae] in die Western nations have become "reality "  [bonne] in Japan."5 

Ohmaee Kenichi, like Iida, is a fan of Matsushita Konosuke, the founder  of and brain behind 

thee PHP institute.6 In his The Borderless World, he recommends Matsushita's "min d that 

doess not stick"  as a tool for  spotting opportunities, and for  rethinkin g approaches from the 

groundd up.7 With the right  mentality, Ohmae believes, it is possible for  anyone to make it in 

thee world. For  example, Ohmae recommends "th e China mentality,"  or  thinkin g that one is 

thee centre of the world. It obliges people to take the trouble of thinkin g up ideas for 

enhancingg the service and products the company can offer.8 

Inn the same vein, Ohmae argues that the role of government should be limited to 

peoplee can grow spirituall y and materially [cited in a PHP pamphlet: the late-Matsushita Konosuke 1995]. 
ee 1988: 482. 

55 Ibid.: 483. 

66 Ohmae Kenichi is managing Director  of McKinsey A Company, an international Firm, in Japan. Ohmae is a 
leadingg thinker  on business and frequently writes for  tlie Wall Street Journal and the Harvard Business Review. He is the 
authorr  of The Mind of the Strategist, Triad Power: The Coming Shape of Global Competition and Beyond National 
Borders:Borders: Reflections on Japan and the World and 77K  Borderless World. 

77 Mind that does not stick torawarenai sunao-na kokoro. 
Ohmaee Kenichi The Borderless World [E1990]. Power and strategy in the global marketplace. London: Harper 

Collinss Publishers. [Ohmae E1990: 63] 
Ohmaee provides the example of Matsushita's donation of an entire broad-casting station to a local 

governmentt  abroad so as to improve the quality of receiving colour-television. It was good business. [Ohmae E199G 
90]]  In fact, this practice is quite common in strategies of good-will creation. Ohmae does not mention Matsushita's 
nickname::  Mane shita ("copied") . 

«Ibid ::  79-81 
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providingproviding education and information. Ohmae maintains that today's global corporations are 

nationality-lesss because consumers have become less nationalistic. Today's companies invest 

inn a country's infrastructures, train staff, and pay taxes. It is good business.9 Being 

consistent,, Ohmae criticizes the nationalism of Japan's government too: 

Thee government continues to claim, for  example, that Japanese blood is different enough from North 

Americann and European blood for  all drugs approved elsewhere in the Trust to go through five years of 

clinicall  tests to be re-approved in Japan. This is for  the good of the people, they say. This is to protect 

themm from drugs like thalidomide that wrecked such a havoc elsewhere. But it is really only a way to 

protectt  their  own turf and their  own power. In fact, when Japanese consumers sued the government for 

havingg approved drugs that proved to have harmful side effects, the powers-that-be claimed that they 

weree not legally responsible.10 

Ohmaee claims also, however, that it has become increasingly difficult for governments to 

pretendd that their national economic interests are synonymous with those of their people. 

Information-flowss in a borderless society express, instead, the variety of taste in the world: 

"Ass the boundary lines on maps fade, the underlying clusters of value and preference become 

increasinglyy visible."11 Therefore, company branches abroad should not depend on 

[company/national]]  headquarters but go ahead themselves, adjusting to the "soft-ware" or 

markett conditions in other countries. At the same time the company must keep its identity 

byy a universal value system, communicating information throughout the amoeba-like 

organizationn and tearing down the pyramidl 2 

Moreover,, Ohmae believes his universalism is in congruence with the environmental 

aimm of planting for a global harvest stage five of the process by which companies move to 

globall  business is the set of universally shared values that holds together the members of a 

genuinelyy amoeba-like, network-based, global organization (in stage five).13 Each industry has 

99 Ibid : 194-5. 

100 Ibid.: 184. 

i tt  Ibid : 185. 

122 Ibid.: 99. 
133 Stage 1 to 4 are: (1) arm's-length export activity of essentially domestic companies, which move into new 

marketss overseas by linkin g up with local dealers and distributors; (2) the company takes over  these activities on its 
own;;  (3) the domestic-based company begins to carry out its own manufacturing, marketing, and sales in key foreign 
markets;;  (4) the company moves to a full insider position in these markets, supported by a complete business system 
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itss own characteristics (R&D, manufacturing methods, accountancy, investment, pay-off) 

whichh together form its identity. In different environments, die industry has different 

requirementss because tax conditions, advertising laws, environmental laws, unions, market 

access,, distribution systems and so on differ. It is therefore important to uphold company 

valuess and, also, allow different company cultures in different environments. "Shared values 

aree not at odds with these variations in soil."14 

Theree is no arguing with Ohmae about whether his borderless world is accessible to all 

orr not because his politics are clearly in favour of the application of the universal principles 

off  competition and fair play. But, then, Ohmae is not an academic but a business advisor, 

whoo is not supposed to write about how things are but to advise on how things could and 

shouldd be. Interestingly, Ohmae adopts a view of self-organization and network relations that 

hass become quite common among sociologists and economically-oriented academics who 

attributee to Japanese society a holistic tendency for spontaneous self-organization. Such 

viewss do not take into account the political and ideological factors affecting the modes of 

organizationn of companies and other institutions, and take for granted or ignore relations 

betweenn management and labour. Moreover, as Umehara and Kawai would agree, such views 

aree centred around the cultural value of "economics first" and consumerism. Moreover, 

Ohmaee has no eye for skewed relations of economic power. Some countries clearly have a 

comparativee advantage, if only for possessing full-grown infrastructures that have been built 

withh support of nation-state power. Finally, in history, it has not always been in the interest 

off  companies to spontaneously clear up their messes. This is not just due to a "wrong 

mentality""  but a result of the structural draw-backs of the mechanism of competition in 

certainn contexts. Such institutional short-comings discourage pollution prevention without 

extraa incentives, especially in poor areas that are dependent on external income and pull no 

weightt in such matters. 

3.. The Duality of Global Civilizatio n and National Cultur e 

InIn the following examples, authors look for bottle-necks that impede the success of universal 

civilizationn and locate them in the field of national culture. As civilization is attainable.by 

includingg R&D and engineering [Ohmae El 990:91]. 

i*Ibid ::  101-13. 
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followingg the right procedures only, failure to observe them is attributed to the problematic 

variablee of national culture. The academic genre of studies in comparative civilization may not 

bee an obvious example of particularist globalism. But civilization in this genre is presented as 

universal,, quite different from culture: just as if a fine line can be drawn between the two. In 

orderr to understand how some of the representatives of this debate structure ideas on East 

andd West, it is instructive to take a look at the way Hamaguchi Eshun and colleagues put 

togetherr their conceptual apparatus.15 

First,, I show how the distinction between civilization and culture as used by 

Hamaguchii  entails a whole range of globally applicable "relative contrasts" whose application 

inn concrete practice create more problems than they solve. Because of the links between 

differentt contrasts, the use of one concept affects the meaning of the entire list of contrasts. 

Graspingg how clusters of contrasts are lumped together in a long list of interconnected 

(dynamic)) opposites is essential to understanding Hamaguchi's theoretical apparatus. 

4.4. Converse typologies of civilization and culture (1) 

Civilizatio n n 

Materiall  Factors 

Universality y 

Etic c 

Cultur e e 

Spirituall  values 

Particularity y 

Ernie e 

II  introduce his terminology and its practical application step by step. The distinction 

betweenn civilization as tool (see table 4.), system and organizational model, and culture as 

I3Hamaguchii  Eshun (1931-) obtained his M.A. degree at Kyoto University in 1961. He was professor  at the 
Facultyy of Human Sciences of Osaka University from 1987 to 1988, after  which he stayed for  ten years at the 
Internationall  Research Centre for  Japanese Studies (Nicbibunken) (1988-1997) and was head of the Department of 
Japanesee Studies in the academic year  of 1996-7. Hamaguchi is currently Professor  at Shiga Kenritsu Daigaku. His 
specialisationss are Japan studies, comparative sociology, and the comparative study of civilizations. He has conducted 
researchh into the innovation of a paradigm for  Japan studies, called "methodological relativism,"  which claims to go 
beyondd the Cartesian dualism, individualism and atomist reductionism. His paradigm is based on a relative distinction 
betweenn civilization and culture, methodological relatum-ism, kanjinshugi (contextualism), partly leaning on Niclas 
Luhmann'ss concept of social systems, and a Buddhism related ontology. Hamaguchi has been influenced by the works 
off  Talcott Parsons, Francis Hsu, and Francis Fukuyama. In 1977 his most well known work, Nihonrashiisa, was 
published,, earning him a place as a representative of the discussion on Japaneseness (Nihonjinron) of the 1977-83 
stagee of affirmativ e particularism in Aoki Tamotsu's 1990 Ninon bunkaron no henyoo [The transformation of the 
discussionn on Japanese culture]. Hamaguchi's kanjinshugi (contextualism) has had a strong impact on the thought of 
welll  known academics such as Kumon Shumpei and Yoshida Kazuo, who both, too, apply systems thought onto 
society. . 
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valuee system, Hamaguchi borrowed from Umesao Tadao.16 Civilization constitutes the 

materiall  factors of systems of living, while the norms mat are used to select a certain system 

aree seen as the values of culture. While the civilizational artifacts have a certain universality, 

valuess express the preferences inherent to a certain society. "Civilization "  therefore expresses 

universalityy and "culture "  particularity . In other  words, civilization is the "etic,"  external 

viewpointt  and culture expresses the "emic"  internal point of view.17 

5.. Converse typologies of civilization and culture (2) 

Civi l izat io n n 

Actingg system 

Hardware e 

Structure e 

Artifact s s 

Cultur e e 

Patternedd system 

Software e 

Function n 

Designn (values,code) 

Thee lack of a distinction between civilization and culture, Hamaguchi regards as one of the 

causess of trade-friction , because the internationalization of all aspects of trade leads to 

"egoisticc competition"  and protectionism: The coexistence of "borderless economics"  and 

fieldsfields mat are difficul t to internationalize, such as politics, culture, habits and nationality, 

leadss to trade friction. 18 Hamaguchi tells us the following about the pitfall s of naive 

internationalization.. Formerly, internationalization meant subordinating regions to common 

internationall  juridica l rules. Lately, in Japan, however, internationalization has come to mean 

abandoningg the constraints of the system in order  to open up to the outside and cast off 

Japan'ss "island mentality,"  suppressing the will of the Nation in order  to cooperate with 

otherr  countries. Hamaguchi urges Japan to reconsider  whether  it is right or  not to adopt so-

calledd international Oobei standards of complying to Oobei's political and economic 

166 Umesao Tadao ftttJ££[, a student of Imanisbi Kinji , believed that culture could arm a nation against its 
competitors.. The manipulation of symbols would play a key role. Umesao, who as an honourary advisor  to the Museum 
off  Ethnology [Minpaku ] and one of the initiator s of the founding of Nicbibunken played an influential role in debates 
onn civilization, published many popular  works and gave many seminars on the role of the production of knowledge in 
civilizationss and cultural strife. [Cf. E1995; 1996; E1997] 

«« Hamaguchi 1996c: 52. 

188 Hamaguchi 1996c: 53. 
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requirements.. Internationalization, Hamaguchi argues, requires Japan to accept foreigners 

unconditionally,, even though Japan has never been a multi-national country or tied up in 

eternall  international struggles.19 

199 Around the issue of the "universalit y of international standards"  many other  issues revolve. The present 
mutuall  respect or  cultural relativism on the international scene, according to Hamaguchi, is in danger  of being replaced 
byy the return of Oobei-centrism; Japan-bashing as a result of trade frictio n even reaches the cultural sphere and 
everydayy life. It is said that Japan lacks a spirit of "fai r  play."  This notion, says Hamaguchi, is based on ideological 
universalism.. But according to the Japanese, the trade imbalance is merely a necessary outcome of the export of 
superiorr  products. As for  the idea of "fairness,"  it is a matter  of cultural disagreement. [Hamaguchi 1988: 12] 

AA part of officialdom and the academic world assert publicly that Japan has its own different form of political 
economy,, distinct and separate from the Anglo-Saxon traditio n of classical economics. The MTTI  even went to Russia 
inn 1992 to show its successful example of the thir d way. Sakakibara Eisuke, top bureaucrat in the Ministr y of Finance's 
Internationall  Finance Bureau, top trade negotiator  (nickname "M r Yen"), part-time academic, and author  of Beyond 
Capitalism,Capitalism, too, came to the defence of the virtues of Japan's economic systems. Sakakibara regards the Japanese 
companyy as a direct successor  of the village community [mura]. The basis of what Sakakibara calls the Japanese model 
off  a mixed economy is "employee sovereignty,"  indicating that in Japan the company is organized around the interest 
off  labour, not that of shareholders. As a result, the major  factor  of production is labour  (not capital, as in America). The 
basicc structure of the economy is the system of cross share holdings that still accounts for  a majorit y of the Tokyo 
stockk market Managers are protected from hostile takeovers or  dismissal by the cross-share holding system, 
especiallyy as on Japanese companies' boards directors and executives tend to be one and the same persoa The classic 
examplee is Toyota. Sakakibara.argues that Japan should defend its own system against foreign complaints about a 
closedd economy rigged against competitors. [Wood 1994: 25]. 

Inn PHFs periodical, Voice [March 22nd, 1997], Sakakibara argues that pessimism about the Japanese 
economyy is overdone. He called for  Hashimoto's government's "radical reform to preserve nationhood". "I  for  one, 
havee long defended the Japanese-style market economy, and my position remains unchanged. Job security, harmony 
withi nn society, and co-habitation with nature should still be the cornerstone of the Japanese economy and society. 
However,, we must adapt to the ever-increasing tread toward globalization and quickly adjust our  system in order  to 
survivee in this new environment Sakakibara believes that the current pessimism is a result of a Japanese identity 
crisis.. This, Sakakibara believes, is shown by the fact that some Japanese who were for  Americanizing have suddenly 
lostt  their  confidence in the current world with its emphasis on differences between civilizations as defined by 
Huntington. . 

Accordingg to Sakakibara, a look at Japanese historiography is instructive. Influenced by the writing s of 
Fernandd Braudel and Immanuel Wallerstein, Sakakibara argues, large numbers of Japanese intellectuals are beginning to 
realizee that a global economic system existed in the areas around the Indian Ocean, the Arabic Sea, the South China 
Sea,, and the East China Sea long before the westernization of the world Braudel*  s Mediterranean world and 
Wallerstein'ss world system across the Atlanti c Ocean were nothing other  than subsystems of the global system that 
encompassedd Africa, the Mediterranean, the Islamic Middl e East, India, China and Southeast Asia. 
Thee centre of world economic and commercial activity from about the eighth and ninth centuries until around the dawn 
off  the 18th century was the area encompassed by the Islamic empires, India, Southeast Asia and the coastal areas of 
China.. In the 15th and 16th centuries, Europe entered this global commercial network."..... The Venetian, Spanish, 
Portuguese,, Dutch and English merchants were late-comers compared with their  Islamic, Indian and Chinese 
counterparts.. Originall y they were interested in importin g luxury Asian goods for  the European nobility and 
bourgeoisiee in exchange for  wool and woollen products or  silver  and gold Even though the Industrial Revolution and 
thee European superiority in firearms, have shifted the balance toward the West over  the last 200-odd years, we are now 
witnessingg the Asian Renaissance,"  bora of the fusion of Asian commercial globalism and western capitalism. 

Japanesee history resembles that of Western Europe, in particular  English history, in that the nation was never 
trampledd underfoot by the militar y aggression of the Chinese, Mongolia, or  Islamic empires. Japanese Braudelians and 
Wallersteinianss claim that Japan's modernisation had proceeded fairly-steadily before 1868. They claim that levels of 
productivity ,, education, and culture during the 17th and 18th centuries in Japan were comparable to those in Europe. 
Theyy introduced the concept of an "industriou s Revolution"  (increase in labour  productivit y by independent and 
relativelyy entrepreneurial formers) in explaining the rapid increase in agricultur e productivit y during the Edo (1605-
1868);;  this was conceived as a counterpart to the Industrial Revolution of the West The infrastructur e of modernity, 
accordingg to the new view in vogue among Japanese intellectuals, was already there. 

Thiss newly found history of Eastern prosperity has raised hopes on the re-emergence of a world system based 
onn Eastern cultural traits, such as the trust networks of family and regional ties: "th e Asian Renaissance may well create 
aa new paradigm, one that is different from Western individualism or  laissez-faire capitalism In such a paradigm, it is 
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Alfredd Kuhn' s concepts of "acting system"  as civilization and "patterned system"  as 

culture,, Hamaguchi uses to point out that culture constitutes the design and the model 

(values,, code) that check the structure of the system of living.20 He regards the unique 

conceptuall  life-system of societies, ethos, nationality (ethnicity), and the emics that preserve 

thee characteristics inherent in a society as a patterned system that has the function of 

software.211 The hardware consists of the actual elements of the life-system and the structure 

andd operation of organizations and communication media, in other  words, artifacts. 

6,6, Converse typologies of civilization and culture (3) 

Civi l izat io n n 

Value-free e 

Changeability y 

Worid d 

Cultur e e 

Value-laden n 

Stabilityy (viscoelasticity) 

Country y 

Cultur ee is associated with a certain "country "  and "stability, "  while civilization, which 

comprisess "artifacts, "  may be seen as a value-free instrument By separating culture and 

civilization,, the Sekotac report of the Masuda Foundation offers other  societies the superior 

aspectsaspects of the Japanese system of "civilisation "  as a value-free alternative.22 Cultur e is 

definedd as "a system of living closely associated with a certain country and relatively stable," 

whilee civilization is seen as "th e institutional apparatus which may be used by all peoples in 

likelyy that there will be an important role for Japan, because it is both part of Asia and a nation that has succeeded in 
modernizingg its system without fundamentally losing its culture and religion. In other words, the sun may well rise 
againn in the 21st century, with Japan not emulating the West but instead playing a leadership role in the effort to fuse 
modernn western capitalism with premodern but nonetheless well-developed Asian global commercialism." [Sakakibara 
E1997:: 79-80] 

200 Hamaguchi 1996c: 52. 

Thee application of (post)-modern scientific theory as models for analyzing the nature of "the East" and "the 
West,""  and delineating concepts of "civilization" from "culture" in combination with holistic ideologies has become 
widespreadd and can be found in the works of a variety of well-known academics such as Kumon Shumpei [1998], 
Shimizuu Hiroshi [1996], Itoo Shuntaroo [1996], Imai Kenichi [1990], Yoshida Kazuo [1997,1998] and Ishii 
Takemochii  [1997]. Hamaguchi Eshun's ideas on social relations and systems organization are particularly relevant to 
understandingg this trend because they subtly combine so-called traditional notions of Japanese human relations with 
attemptss to prove their importance by dressing them in a scientific coat, and follow a tendency of capturing world 
problemss in terms of dynamic opposite» between an East that has preserved its traditional essence and a West that has 
longg since forgotten i t The discussion of Hamaguchi Eshun's theories on systems, Japan and civilization focuses on 
thee tension between the political aspects of scientific metaphors in social science and the dedication with which they 
aree applied to various nations and the worid 

211 Hamaguchi 1996c: S3. 
222 Hamaguchi is the representative of the Research Project Team for Japanese Systems of the Masuda 

Foundationn for International Communication and Education. Its research reports are published by Sekotac. 
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alll  societies."23 Culture here refers to a "society's generally accepted ideas of desirability."24 

"Too go further, culture is a system of living that is not easily changed because it has been 

patternedd historically. It is manifested concretely in the ethos or national character of a 

people."25 5 

7.7. Converse typologies of civilization and culture (4) 

Civilizatio n n 

Globalization n 

Cultur e e 

Internationalization n 

Becausee civilization and culture get mixed up and lead to trade friction, Hamaguchi wants to 

makee a distinction between globalization, which in his view pertains to the process of the 

spreadd of civilization, and internationalization, which concerns the process of mutual 

exchangee and mutual understanding between cultures. 

Inn short, civilization and culture are defined and dichotomized by means of "dynamic 

opposites""  (see table 8.). This list of opposites does not imply that Hamaguchi regards them 

8.8. Overview of converse typologies of civilization and culture 
Civilization n 

Actingg system 

Hard-ware e 

Structure e 

Artifacts s 

Materiall  factors 

Universality y 

Etic c 

Value-free e 

Changeability y 

World d 

Globalization n 

Culture e 

Patternedd system 

Soft-ware e 

Function n 

Designn (values, code) 

Spirituall  values 

Particularity y 

Ernie e 

Value-laden n 

Stabilityy (viscoelasticity) 

Country y 

Internationalization n 

233 Sekotac 1992: 3-4. 

MM  Sekotac 1992: 2. 

233 Sekotac 1992: 2,3. 
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ass absolute opposites. The dualities are relative and dynamic: they complement one another. 

Accordingly,, civilization is steered and partly determined by culture,26 i.e., the values and 

standardss preferred in a certain society. Conversely, cultures change greatly under  the 

influencee of the "material "  civilization onto which "spiritual "  culture is projected At the 

samee time, however, Hamaguchi creates confusion by pushing his argument on the value-free 

naturee of "artifacts. " 

Accordingg to Hamaguchi, the effect and functional merits of some artifacts are widely 

regardedd as unrelated to ideology and values and have the potential for  distributio n in any 

society.. For  example, televisions, cars and MacDonald's hamburgers are unrelated to 

ideology.. Culture is much harder  to change because of the strength of social and historical 

tradition ,, or  of its viscoelasticity, which preserves the culture's individuality.1'1 On the one 

hand,, the dualities complement one another  and "civilization "  at one point may share the 

characteristicss of "culture; "  on the other  hand, civilization is value-free and mus exportable as 

aa model for  other  societies. 

Beingg aware of the ambivalence of this standpoint, Hamaguchi shows how the 

definitionss of Umesao, Itoo, and Kumon cannot adequately establish a link between 

civilizationn and culture (see table 9). Umesao's definition lacks the link between culture and 

civilization.. According to Itoo's and Kumon's definitions, culture produces civilization: 

culturee functions as the programme of civilization. According to Hamaguchi, the conversion 

fromfrom  civilization to culture is lacking, that is, phase transition.28 When the lif e system 

(civilization)) becomes more efficient and is "levelled up,"  then the design (culture) must 

adjustt  as well: values change and designs change. When civilization and culture are in tune, 

phasee fusion occurs. This, in turn, results in the levelling up of civilization ,29 

2«« Hamaguchi 1991. 

»» Hamaguchi 1996a: 54. 

288 A change io a feature that characterizes a system. Phase here refers to the fusion and integration of systems 
suchh as culture (a system of values; design) and civilization (social system; equipment) as coordinates of modes of lif e 
systems. . 

299 Hamaguchi 1986: 22-3. 
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9.9. Typifications of "civilization" and "culture"** 

Umesao o 

II  too 
Shintaroo o 

Kumon n 
Shumpei i 

Civilizatio n n 

Equipment,, system, system 
off  living 

Outerr shell (system, 
organization,, equipment) 

Phenotypee (biological form) 

Cultur e e 

Valuee system formed by mind 

Kernel:: ethos, conceptual forms, value 
system.. Produces civilization. 

MeMe me (Dawkins): psycho-ethical 
tendencyy (genetic mould). Designs 
civilization. . 

Thee term "mutual phase dynamics," Hamaguchi uses to describe the dialectical process of the 

interactionn between culture and civilization, a process that expresses how culture and 

civilizationn determine and reflect one another. The concepts of''pattern system" and "living 

system"" are used to elucidate the phase transition of culture and civilization. The "pattern 

system,""  which is the design of the "lif e system" requires adjustment when the "lif e system" 

iss streamlined and levelled up. Phase transition is a two-way process: the chosen values, 

uponn which the design is based, cause the life system to improve qualitatively and 

quantitatively.. As a result, the values of its members change. This process repeats itself in 

thatt order. In this way, civilization and culture reflect upon each other (phase transition).31 

Dependingg on the circumstances, the two are sometimes well adjusted and hardly 

distinguishablee from one another. Then it is possible to avoid the dangers that accompany 

internationalization.. Hamaguchi believes that the universality of civilization makes it possible 

forr any society to flourish. Culture, however, is inherent to a specific ethnic group. 

Nevertheless,, in the context of globalization, the two phases are often at cross-purposes. As 

aa result, Hamaguchi argues, there is a high chance of conflict between externally introduced 

civilizationn and culture. Because the dynamics of the correlative (mutual) change of culture 

andd civilization are complex, there is a need for careful research into their interaction32 

300 Hamaguchi 1986: 22. 

311 Hamaguchi 1988: 14. 

322 Hamaguchi 1996c: S3. 
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Indeed,, it is exactly this cluster  of distinctions that leads to confusion about the artificiall y 

walll  drawn up between civilization and culture, and the wall's subsequential collapse. In 

otherr  words, the list of contrasting characterizations of culture and civilization defeats the 

purposee of showing what actually happens when opinions and interests clash. First, we are 

toldd that it is the lack of a clear  distinction between civilization and culture that causes, say, 

trade-friction ,, but when distinctions are made, we are told that civilization and culture are 

connectedd anyhow because it is impossible to make a sharp distinction between civilization 

andd culture. The lists of distinctions are supposed to help us understand cultural clashes, but 

thee association of culture with, for example, "values,"  "country, "  "emk," 

"internationalization ""  and "spirit "  offers us no more than a slippery tautology. For  instance, 

aa shared spirit of globalization can not exist in mis scheme because spirit is associated with 

thee cultural identity of a country; if a similar  mentality is found in several countries, it either 

belongss to the country's, system or  is part of its culture. In this way, a shared spirit could 

neverr  transcend national borders: it either  belongs to the nation or  to the system. 

Wee need only refer  to the cultural values attached to local rice production in Japan to 

seee that it is unhelpful to separate action systems, material, and changeability from local 

culturall  values. The introduction of some organizational systems and equipment obviously 

makess it difficul t for  some "cultural "  practices to continue. An example would be growing 

one'ss own rice by one's preferred methods. On the other  hand, it is impossible nowadays to 

regardd computer-steered activities as foreign to Japan: they could even be said to have become 

partt  and parcel of Japanese culture. Labelling what is supposed to be Japanese "culture "  and 

whatt  is supposed to be universally applicable "civilization, "  merely begs the question. More 

importantly ,, the organizational system (civilization) itself may be regarded as a cultural 

practice,, as demonstrated by the way in which Hamagucm' treats the cultural aspects of 

"Japanesee systems"  alternately as culture and civilization. The intricacy of the "clash of 

civilizations""  calls for  more detailed research into the historical background and the economic 

forces,, and the manner  in which people, including intellectuals and policy-makers, define their 

culturee in relation to those of others. 

Hamaguchii  believes that Japan has an important role to play in globalization as a 

providerr  of a new model for  human civilization. He estimates that Japan will become the 
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modell  for the combination of high economic growth and world environmental protection and 

pointss out that Japan makes big contributions to the "new media" for high-information 

societyy in the fields of Chinese character-processing and facsimiles. Other examples are 

Japanesee organizations and management systems, supposedly the embodiment of Japanese 

culture.333 Somehow, Hamaguchi has found a formula to convert culture into civilization 

withoutt letting us in on the secret code. The analogy of computer hardware (computer 

system)) and software (design) Hamaguchi uses to illustrate phase conversion. He compares 

Japanesee civilization to the hardware of a computer and language, organization, and control to 

software,, belonging to the level of culture. In the case of the "epoch-making invention" of the 

characterr processor, the soft-ware for characters is an expression of Japanese culture. This 

invention,, in turn, has had a great influence on the social system of civihzatioa As a result, 

foreignerss can now learn how to write Japanese fast and without tears. The civilizational 

effectss wil l be tremendous. This in its turn, will have an effect on culture. The capacity for 

writingg letters by hand, for example, will diminish.34 

However,, Japanese civilization is traditionally intimately connected to Japanese 

culture,, Hamaguchi claims. It can easily introduce aspects of the functionally superior foreign 

civilizationn and adapt well to them. Japanese civilization, which is based on small flexible 

groupp activity, can easily adopt Euro-American technology. But there is no guarantee, 

Hamaguchii  warns, that everything will go smoothly when foreigners adopt Japanese 

civihzatioaa This is not because Japanese organizations are an expression of Japanese 

traditionall  culture, but rather because culture at the same time underpins civilization as it is 

transformedd into the civilizational form of corporatism.35 One of the factors that make Japan 

suchh a well functioning unity, according to Hamaguchi, is the way the Japanese people are 

interrelated.. Hamaguchi's core concept is inspired by Watsuji Tetsuroo's notion of aidagara. 

AidagaraAidagara literally means "the space between." According to Watsuji, historically shaped 

sociall  institutions, constitute the space in which people are linked together. Their behaviour 

thereforee is attuned toward other people as shaped by Japanese institutions throughout the 

333 Hamaguchi 1996c: 56-7. 

344 Hamaguchi 1988: 18-9. 

355 Hamaguchi 1996a: 59. 
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ages.. Aidagara, therefore, links people to their  fuudo, together  forming the time-space 

dimensionss of the larger  unit of the Japan household [ie]. The concept of aidagara contains 

thee meaning of intersubjectivity , as it incorporates direct, intuitiv e understanding, including a 

spontaneouss sense of sacrificial love for  the household It ultimately flew into the all-

embracingg nation-state revolving around the nurturin g parent-figure of the emperor. The state 

isis the summum of aidagara between families. This profound unity of individual and 

householdd with the nation has its roots in an ancient history in which religious belief was 

inseparablee from politics and in which imperial ritual {matsurigoto) became the foundation of 

government36 6 

Hamaguchii  highly values Watsuji' s intellectual legacy. He took the Japanese 

characterss for  "people, man"  ("people"  [nin, hito] and "between"  [aida]), turned them 

around,, and thus created his concept of kanjin. By adding the suffix of -shugi [-ism] to it, he 

createdd his ideology of kanjiwhugi. For  Hamaguchi, three different approaches are associated 

withh three types of human system. There is Individualism, in which individuals are controlled 

independently,, and the state of the whole is equated to their  sum-total (independent 

decentralizedd control); collectivism, in which the whole controls individuals in a centralized 

manner,, according to a given set of criteri a (centralized control); and aidagara, in which 

individual ss cooperate spontaneously in controlling their  own behaviour  so that the whole is in 

properr  order  ("holoni c decentralized control") . The thir d form of control is regarded as 

appropriatee to nonlinear  open systems.37 

10.10. Three kinds of distinction of systems control 

Individualism m 

Oobd d 

Independentt  control 

Collectivism m 

Centralizedd control 

Aidagara Aidagara 

Japan n 

Decentralizedd control 

Inn Hamaguchi's modernized version of aidagara human relations are not mere temporary 

3<< Monis-Suzuki 1998: 115-7. 

377 Hamaguchi E1985: 320-1. 
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reciprocall  interactions.38 Preference is given to mutual favours among persons who are 

interconnectedd and whose interests transcend themselves as individuals. Aidagara as the 

nexuss among contextual [kanjin] can be said to follow a holonic path oriented toward a 

harmoniouss relationship among persons and the higher-order system to which they belong.39 

Maintainingg stable relations among people is the greatest merit of aidagara, which is 

comparedd to the bonding patterns of chemical substances. By contrast, Oobei-an social 

relationss are based on instrumental transactions in which individuals seek maximum profit40 

Duee to the selfishness of others, social relations collapse easily. Individuals therefore take 

recoursee to contracts and written law. Whereas aidagara has consummatory significance for 

contextuals,, social relations are utilized instrumentally by individuals.41 Hamaguchi uses the 

conceptt of aidagara as a holonic form of decentralized control to argue for the necessity of 

trust.. Kanjinshugi, the counterpart of individualism, is conducive to trust because the kanjin 

placess great value on relationships between people. Aidagara, therefore, constitutes a 

388 There are many such other elaborations on the concept of a Japanese Self, contrasted with Western ones. 
Thee psychiatrist Kimura Bin, for example, regards it as his duty to explain to foreigners the special characteristics of 
Japanesee cultural behavioural forms. In order to do that, he argues, it is necessary to place Japanese characteristics in a 
universall  framework. In doing so, it is possible to show that in Japan emphasis is put on the relationship between 
peoplee (the self as relation [kankei to shite DO jiko H f l t t U T O É B D [Kimura 1993: 311]. Kimura quotes 
Kierkegaard'ss concept of "self, which he defined as the (positive) synthesis of self and the relation of self with the 
other:: self does not refer to what is between two people (relation), but to a synthesis between the relationship between 
selff  and other, and other and self. [Kimura 1993: 32]. Kimura thought this definition difficult, because "we [Japanese] 
alreadyy presume a relationship to include two or more persons." In other words, according to Kimura, a "relation" is per 
definitionn transitive, while Kierkegaard presumes the pre-existence of two autonomous 'selves' [Kimura 1993: 33]. 
Kierkegaardd therefore does not define self in terms of self s relationships with others. Furthermore, he implies the 
existencee of God within man. Christ is both man and God at the same time. Man can only be his true self through the 
internalisationn or eyes of God. 

Inn Japan, by contrast, Kimura argues, man's conception of himself was influenced by 'nature'. For both the 
"naturall  occurrence of things" [onozukara] and "the spontaneous behaviour of a particular person" [mizukara] the same 
characterr is used 8. Before the Mciji there was not even a noun or pronoun to express the meaning of "nature" with 
Thee characters Ê& formed an adverb. Self 3 $t was associated with nature É. Therefore (as Watsuji Tetsuroo described 
inn bis Fuudo) the Japanese did not "observe" nature as an object and did not try to catch nature in rational laws. The 
Japanesee internalized nature and tended to develop an artistic view of the world. The Japanese self is both nature and 
man,, both a creator of nature and a natural creation [Kimura 1993:35-6}. 

3939 Hamaguchi refers to Koestler's concept of holon. According to Hamaguchi, Koestler regards man and man-
madee systems ass open hierarchical systems. He calls the subsystems 'bolons': a real entity that 'looking inward' sees 
itselff  as a self-contained unique whole, looking outward, as a dependent part The self-assertive tendency of bolons is a 
dynamicc expression of their wholeness and the integrative tendency is « dynamic expression of their partners. A holon 
iss a system that (a) subordinates its components as an autonomous whole, (b) subordinates as a part to the control from 
higherr levels, and (c) coordinates with its local environment. Koestler calls such hierarchy a holarchy [Hamaguchi 
E1985]. . 

Itt is important to note, however, that Koestler himself does not speak of society in terms of hierarchical 
systems.systems. He uses the concept of holon for understanding organizations from complementary points of view. 

400 Hamaguchi E1985: 314. 

411 Hamaguchi E1985:317. 
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favourablee alternative to other approaches for controlling systems. 

4.. Rigid Analogous Processors and Adaptive Parallel Processors 

Yoshidaa Kazuo, a colleague of Hamaguchi and Professor of economics at Kyoto University, 

interpretss Japanese-style social systems by means of the neural network model. This 

metaphorr of the brain functions ideologically similar to aidagara, and focuses on the complex 

activityy between different parts of the brain.42 Yoshida has come to the conclusion that 

complexityy and self-organization are important features of organizational forms in economic 

lifee all over the world. Fortunately for Japan, Japan is endowed naturally with a spontaneous 

formm of self-organization, very similar to that of the holistic principles on which the neural 

networkss of the brain are based Here, it is parallel processing mat plays an important role.43 

Thee brain is a complex combination of synapses and neurons that enable this organ to 

performm actions, such as learning, remembering, making judgements and associations. In order 

too do this, the whole must have one main integral function only. The neural system is 

generated,, in analogy to the brain. This neurological structure, according to Yoshida, describes 

Japanesee social systems quite adequately. For instance, in the Japanese company, 

informationn processing takes place at the workplace, where the workers share and deal with 

informationn together. Because all the workers jointly participate in the process of dealing 

withh information, it brings about a holographic structure.44 The judgment of participants with 

aa low working capacity passes through this holographic structure. From the point of view of 

thee process as a whole, the holographic structure can never be wrong, even when mistakes 

occurr as a result of a low working capacity. This is because alll  participants together form the 

"integrativee memory" of the system: the memories of the parts contain a copy of the whole. 

Thus,, workers automatically adjust themselves within the system so that the production 

processs runs smoothly and jobs get completed on time.45 

**  Yoshida Kazuo 1997: recording symposium by Hamaguchi Eshun's research group: 24/5 January, 1997 
Thee holonic structure of Japanese social systems* (Horon koozoo no Nihongata shakai shisutemu $  >{RS0) B * 
E t t f c v ^ A ] ;;  Yoshida 1998. 

433 At present Von Neumann's serial processing forms the main current in computer  architecture, but in the 
nextt  era, parallel processing modelled on the brain wil l be the centre of attention. 

4444 A hologram receives and reflects light in different directions which together  form one image. 

433 Yoshida 1998> 78-90. 
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Japanese-stylee social systems, according to Yoshida, comprise multiple networks of 

whichh the elements are controlled by decision-making at the work place: because all members 

havee a holographic memory, they can make correct decisions without the need for 

instructionss from a leader. By contrast, if a leader is assigned all informationn dealings, as is the 

casee in Oobei, his powers become strained If the leader then foils to feed the right input (of 

information/instructions)) into the system, the whole system will be affected and may 

collapse.. Though the Japanese system uses manual information input, even if mistakes are 

made,, Yoshida argues, the system corrects it. Oobei systems, which depend on the leader as a 

Centrall  Processing Unit [CPU], process all information centrally. The leader must have great 

capacityy to deal with the entire system and therefore receives a high salary. The efficiency of 

Oobei-systems,, according to Yoshida, can easily be understood as a methodological result of 

providingg incentives and applying sanctions onto individuals. This system is efficient within 

thee bounds of hierarchical structures that are not "complex" [in the systems-theoretical sense 

simplee tree-structured hierarchies]. An additional disadvantage is that the costs of producing a 

leaderr are high. Moreover, as the quantity of information used in management increases 

speedilyy as a result of the information revolution, leaders are bound to make mistakes 

eventually.. Mistakes, then, are likely to extend in arithmetic progression over entire systems. 

Byy contrast, a Japanese system does not need to spend financial resources on a leader, and if 

thee complexity of the shared-information system increases, it has no trouble in dealing with it 

adequately. . 

5.. Globalist Categories in Short 

Globalistt values in academic nationalism are ambiguous as they stand for universally 

applicablee criteria that are used for the delineation of groups, and therefore at the same time, 

perhapss unintentionally, maintain a hidden agenda of group-bias. An insistence by the 

academicacademic nationalist on the objective nature of his/her universalism makes it hard to question 

orr discuss the deployment of criteria of distinction in relation to local circumstances. 

Globalistss employ concepts such as civilization, modernization, universal struggle, class, 

field,, universal religion, science, universal wisdom, and art, to show the relevance of their 

theoriess by means of globalist categories and universal principles, but ultimately root those 
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theoriess in Our  national tradition . Furthermore, underlying globalist notions is the 

presumptionn that all sources needed for  attaining happiness and prosperity are potentially 

availablee to all peoples under  the right  conditions and by applying the right  methods. In 

academicc nationalism, the right  conditions are found in Our  Nation, and the right  methods in 

Ourr  tradition . The problem with globalist theories of academic nationalism is that universal 

pretencee is kept up. Thus, while property and happiness are advertized as attainable by 

everyone,, resources essential to global development for  everyone may be monopolized by 

somee groups, or  their  access limited to only a few privileged or  qualified groups. In itself, this 

cann be explained by principles from economics, biology and psychology, and so on, but in 

academicc nationalism, the success of prospering groups in making use of universal principles 

iss explained by reference to the cultural resources they rely upon. 

Globall  equality in the sense of not privileging any group is non-existent to the 

globalistt  academic nationalist, even as an ideal. The term "Globalist "  refers to academic 

nationalistss who advertize themselves as believers in universal principles and values, but also 

keepp a spare set of standards to fit in with the situation of the nation they believe in Thus, 

Ohmaee Kenichi's borderless world clearly favours the application of the universal principles 

off  competition and fair  play. Furthermore, Ohmae adopts a view of self-organization and 

networkk relations common among sociologists and economically-oriented academics who 

attribut ee to Japanese society a holistic tendency for  spontaneous self-organization. Such 

viewss do not take into account the political and ideological factors affecting the modes of 

organizationn of companies and other  institutions, and take for  granted or  ignore relations 

betweenn management and labour. Furthermore, as Umehara and Kawai would agree, such 

viewss are centred around the cultural value of "economics first"  and consumerism. Moreover, 

Ohmaee has no eye for  skewed relations of economic power. Some countries clearly have a 

comparativee advantage, if only for  possessing full-grown infrastructures that have been built 

withh support of nation-state power. 

Inn the following examples, impediments to the success of universal civilization are 

locatedd in the field of national culture: civilization is attained by following the right 

proceduress only. A failur e to observe them is ascribed to shortcomings on the level, of 

nationall  culture. In the examples of the academic genre of studies in comparative civilization, 
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civilizationn is opposed to culture as universal. I show how the distinction between 

civilizationn and culture as used by Hamaguchi entails a whole range of globally applicable 

"relativee contrasts" whose application in concrete practice create more problems than they 

solve.. Because of me links between different contrasts, the use of one concept affects the 

meaningg of the entire list of contrasts. Grasping how clusters of contrasts are lumped together 

inn a long list of interconnected (dynamic) opposites is essential to understanding Hamaguchi's 

theoreticall  apparatus. This cluster of distinctions leads to confusion about the artificially 

drawnn up wall between civilization and culture. First, we are told that it is the lack of a clear 

distinctionn between civilization and culture that causes problems such as trade-friction, but 

whenn distinctions are made, civilization and culture turn out to be connected anyhow a sharp 

distinctionn between civilization and culture is unfeasible. The lists of distinctions are 

supposedd to help us understand cultural clashes, but the association of culture with, for 

example,, "values," "country," "emic," "internationalization" and "spirit" offers us no more 

thann a slippery tautology. For instance, a shared spirit of globalization can not exist in this 

schemee because spirit is associated with the cultural identity of a country; if a similar 

mentalityy is found in several countries, it either belongs to the country's system or is part of 

itss culture. In mis way, a shared spirit could never transcend national borders: it either 

belongss to the nation or to the system. 

Inn Hamaguchi's modernized version of aidagara human relations are not mere 

temporaryy reciprocal interactions. Preference is given to mutual favours among persons who 

aree interconnected and whose interests transcend themselves as individuals. Aidagara as the 

nexuss among contextual [kanjin] and follows a holonic path oriented toward a harmonious 

relationshipp among persons and the higher-order system to which they belong. Maintaining 

stablee relations among people is regarded as its greatest merit By contrast, Oobei-an social 

relationss are based on instrumental transactions in which individuals seek maximum profit 

Duee to the selfishness of others, social relations collapse easily. Individuals therefore take 

recoursee to contracts and written law. Where aidagara has consummately significance for 

contextual,, social relations are utilized instrumentally by individuals. Hamaguchi uses the 

conceptt of aidagara as a holonic form of decentralized control to argue for the necessity of 

trust.. Kanjinshugi, the counterpart of individualism, is argued to be conducive to trust 
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becausee the katyin places great value on relationships between people. Aidagara, therefore, 

constitutess a favourable alternative to other, Oobei, approaches for  controlling systems. 

Conceptss from theories on spontaneous forms of self-organization are used among 

academicc nationalists to characterize Our  Nation, as the qualities of spontaneity and dynamic 

orderr  suggest the prevalence of organic unity and a smoothly running whole. The principles 

off  Yoshida Kazuo's version of self-organization are the holistic principles on which the 

neurall  networks of the brain are based The brain is a complex combination of synapses and 

neuronss that enable this organ to perform actions, such as learning, remembering, making 

judgementss and associations. In order  to do this, the whole must have one main integral 

functionn only. The parallel processing of this neurological structure, according to Yoshida, 

describess Japanese social systems quite adequately. For  instance, in the Japanese company, 

informationn processing takes place at the workplace, where the workers share and deal with 

informationn together  Because all the workers jointl y participate in the process of dealing 

withh information, it brings about a holographic structure. From the point of view of the 

processs as a whole, the holographic structure can never  go wrong, because all participants 

togetherr  form the "integrativ e memory"  of the system: the memories of the parts contain a 

copyy of the whole. Thus, workers automatically adjust themselves in the system so that the 

productionn process runs smoothly and jobs get completed on time. 

Japanese-stylee social systems, according to Yoshida, comprise multipl e networks of 

whichh the elements are controlled by decision-making at the work place: because all members 

havee a holographic memory, they can make correct decisions without the need for 

instructionss from a leader. By contrast, if a leader  in Oobei is assigned all information 

dealings,, his powers get strained. If the leader  fails to feed the right input (of 

information/instnictions)) into the system, the whole system is affected and might collapse. 

Oobeii  systems, which depend on the leader  as a Central Processing Unit, process all 

informationn centrally. The efficiency of Oobei-systems, according to Yoshida, can easily be 

understoodd as a methodological result of providing incentives and applying sanctions onto 

individuals.. This system is efficient within the bounds of hierarchical structures that are not 

"complex""  [in the systems-theoretical sense simple tree-structured hierarchies]. An additional 

disadvantagee is that the costs of grooming a leader  are high Moreover, as the quantity of 
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informationn used in management increases speedily as a result of the information revolution, 

leaderss are bound to make mistakes eventually. Mistakes, then, are likely to extend in 

arithmeticc progression over entire systems. By contrast, a Japanese system does not need to 

spendd financial resources on a leader, and if the complexity of the shared-information system 

increases,, it has no trouble in dealing with it adequately. 

Thee above examples indicate that the use made by academic nationalists of 

"universalist""  criteria in support of a "globalized" world rests on skewed reasoning. Iida 

Tsuneoo supports so-called universal criteria in the field of world economics, but at the same 

timetime argues for Japan's inherent superiority in that field; Hamaguchi Eshun attempts to avoid 

thee hidden ethnocentrism in the propagation of concepts of "Western" civilization, but fails 

too decouple his own link between Japanese civilization and its cultural roots. Yoshida Kazuo 

closess the circle between racism and imiversalism by lifting the neurological model to a 

superiorr standard of spontaneous, natural and efficient organization of which Japanese forms 

off  organization are a perfect sample. In other words, Japanese organizations are formed 

spontaneouslyy and in analogy with the highest form of natural evolution, the human brain, 

andd are equipped best to functioning in thee holistic world of the future as they embody the 

patternss of the process by which this future world is evolving. 


